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Summary
There were two ways in which crops were viewed by survey respondents, these groups could generally be divided
based on rainfall. Those in the cereal/sheep zone viewed crops as the “cash cow” and were more concerned about
grazing having a detrimental impact on final grain yield. Those in the higher rainfall zones placed a greater emphasis on
the livestock and were more willing to sacrifice the crop and grain yield to ensure they maintained stock condition.
Despite these two outlooks all responded positively to Grain & Graze and understood the benefits or fit for grazing crops
in their businesses, irrespective of if they had previously grazed crops. Additionally, most survey respondents believed
you could graze crops without impacting on grain yield, although it was often felt to be dependent on having favourable
seasonal conditions post-grazing. Of those who had grazed crop only 3 of the 10 did so as an integral part of their
management, 1 had ceased grazing crops, and the remaining 6 were doing so opportunistically. Survey respondents
gave a range of reasons why either no or only opportunistic crop grazing was undertaken including concerns of yield
loss, managing weed seed set, and causing pugging. Of the 5 respondents not grazing crops three had questions
around yield loss. Of those grazing 8 of the 10 used rules of thumb based on crop growth stages. Most respondents did
not see run-off or ground-cover as being negatively affected by grazing, however the response to soil compaction was
mixed with some feeling it was a concern. Respondents in the higher rainfall zone respondents tended to be more
concerned about pugging than compaction directly. While some respondents felt no further research was required many
still felt there were knowledge gaps and some the need for ongoing grazing variety research and breeding, managing
weed seed set, nutrient removal and relocation, and grazing management.

Sampling provisions
The sample size of this study was small, 15 respondents, and in all cases the producers interviewed were actively
involved with grower groups, attending field days and training events, and actively seeking out information. As such, it
can be deduced that the producers surveyed represent the innovators, early adopters or early majority, and are
therefore not an accurate reflection of the range of producers across an adoption curve.
An effort was make to interview farmers across a range of regions in the focus area where mixed farming systems are
being run. However, it does need to be noted that three regions were not represented in this study, Mallee/Murrylands,
Fleurieu Peninsula, and Kangaroo Island.

Definitions
Hay was deemed a crop by survey respondents, and as such is referred to as a crop in this report.
Pugging/bogging: The displacement of plants due to sheep grazing young plants in wet conditions. It also leaves
paddock uneven and reduces pore spaces in the soil.
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Results
1. Overview
Survey respondents were located either in the cereal/sheep zone (450-500 mm annual average rainfall), or the high
rainfall zone (500-750mm) with approximately even numbers in both zones (Table 1). Respondent represented the
following regions, Mid North, Yorke Peninsula, Adelaide Hills, Upper, Mid and Lower South East of South Australia
(Figure 1).
All survey respondents had sheep and grain cropping or hay enterprises, with just under half also having a cattle
enterprise (Table 2). Stock numbers and the percentage mix varied greatly between respondent, and more generally a
greater percentage of land area was dedicated to cropping the cereal/sheep zone. There were a range of crops grown,
but the most commonly grown crops were wheat, barley, canola, beans and hay crops. Of these crops wheat, barley
and oat hay crops were most commonly grazed.
Of the 15 farmers surveyed 67% had previously grazed crops, and of the 33% who had not all were open to the idea of
grazing crops (Table 3). Respondents grazing crops predominately did so opportunistically, with only 3 of the 10
respondents grazing crops as an integral part of the management system.

Table 1. Respondent number, annual rainfall and location details.
Respondent no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Annual rainfall
450 mm
500 mm
750-780 mm
550 mm
550 mm
600 mm
580 mm
450-475 mm
650 mm
450 mm
575 mm
450 mm
560 mm
450-475 mm
500 mm

Zone
Cereal/Sheep
Cereal/Sheep
High rainfall
High rainfall
High rainfall
High rainfall
High rainfall
Cereal/Sheep
High rainfall
Cereal/Sheep
High rainfall
Cereal/Sheep
High rainfall
Cereal/Sheep
Cereal/Sheep

Location
Curramulka
Warooka
Littlehampton
Wrattonbully
Stewarts Range
Avenue Range
Riverton
Wolseley
Conmurra
Manoora
Kybybolite
Tarlee
Conmurra
Tarlee
Brimbago
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Figure 1. Location of survey respondents.
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Table 2. Livestock and cropping details of the respondents.
Livestock
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Cattle
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
47%

Sheep
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
100%

Crops
Wheat
x
x

Barley
x
x

Oats

Canola

Peas

Beans
x
x

Hay

Vetch

Clover
seed

Other
seed

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

67%

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
60%

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
20%

x

x
x

x
x
40%

x
x
60%

7%

x
x

x
x

40%

20%

x
20%

x
13%

Table 3. Respondents position on grazing crops.
Grazed crops
Yes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

No
x
x

Of no responses
Like more
Open Closed
info
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Integral

Opportunistic

No longer

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
67%

Of yes responses

33%

x
x
100%

60%

30%

x
60%

10%
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2. Respondents who have not grazed
Survey respondents main sources of information regarding grazing crops was obtained from their agronomist or advisor,
grower group discussions or someone within the district, and field days or trial sites (Table 4). Most understood the best
fit for grazing crops within their business, but had only heard or understood part of the message (Table 5).
Many of the respondents not grazing crops had questions or concerns/hesitations around how to graze crops without
damaging the crop or incurring a yield penalty. There was also concern around controlling weed seed set when grazing
crops, particularly hay crops.
All respondents who had not grazed was open to the idea, with 3 of the 5 also interested in hearing more (Table 3).
There was a range of preferred formats for receiving information, most popular were via email, detailed information in
booklets, and short and direct information (Table 6).

Table 4. Where respondents have seen or heard about grazing crops.
Agronomist
1 x
2 x
7
13
14 x
5 x
8

Grower group discussion
x

Print media
x

Field days/trial sites
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

Table 5. What they have heard or understand about grazing crops.
Timing is critical
1 x
2 x
7
13 x
14

Variety selection important
x

That can graze hard
x

x

Fit within the business
x
x
x
x

x

Questions around grazing crop
Respondent 1. Firstly, timing and the critical indicators of when to and not to graze. Secondly, variety selection and any
potential yield losses associated with growing a grazing suited variety as appose to the varieties they currently grow.
Respondent 2. What the risk is of reducing crop yield. Also, how to achieve grain & graze without losing yield.
Respondent 5. Firstly, weed competition, would grazing a crop allow the ryegrass to take over. Secondly, are you going
to get a yield penalty or it is variable depending on the season. Thirdly, how much damage are the stock doing to the
paddock in terms of pugging. Fourthly, under what conditions can grazing crops be undertaken with cattle. Fifthly, how
to achieve even grazing to ensure even ripeness.
Respondent 13. Nil.
Respondent 15. Nil.
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Table 6. Preferred format and way of receiving information.
Local
research
1 x
2
5
7
8
13
14

Email

Media

x
x
x

x

Booklets,
detailed info.
x
x

Short and
direct info.
x

Agronomist
or advisor

Direct from
researcher

Info. on
phone/tablet

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

Hesitations/drivers around not grazing crops
Respondent 1. The dilemma is the trade-off between potential yield loss and producing more stock, is it a straight line
dollars per acre or is it more holistic; and if push comes to shove the cropping enterprise will win, as that is the “cash
cow”. They are happy with the current system and are only looking at grazing crops as a plan B if there is not enough
feed for the stock.
Respondent 2. Concerned about reducing crop yield, even though they understand it’s probably not the case.
Respondent 5. Their main hesitation currently is they only have cattle at that time of year and feel grazing with cattle,
especially on their heavier soils, would result in too much crop damage due to pugging. The issue of weeds setting
seeds is a major concern, as hay crops are often grown in areas where ryegrass is a big problem. The concern being if
you graze and give the ryegrass an opportunity to get away it would be the complete opposite of what they are trying to
achieve with the hay crop.
Respondent 13. The main limitation is there is not enough time from sowing to waterlogging to allow grazing to take
place, due to the problem of pugging and the crops ability to recover if you were to graze the crop when it is
waterlogged.
Respondent 15. Have had no need to graze crops, would do so if had a need to.
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3. Respondents who have grazed
All the respondents had been grazing crops for greater than 3 years, with many having first grazed a crop 10 years ago
or more (Table 7). The main crop types grazed are wheat, barely, and hay crops. Most respondents reported they had
not notice any changes in ground cover as a result of grazing, two reported negative changes, and one reporting it as a
positive change through increased tillering. Two respondents reported run-off had increased in grazed crops, put down
to increased compaction. The remaining respondent had seen no problem, often due to the topography of the
landscape. There were mixed responses to soil compaction, some respondents were concerned, others were more
concerned about crop damage through pugging, and some were not concerned about either problem.
Variety selection and reasoning for selecting paddocks to graze varied between respondents (Table 8). Some
respondents selected varieties based on end use, irrespective of grazing ability. While others selected varieties best
suited to grazing, or with tillering ability. Generally, animal performance was considered good on grazed crops, but no
one reported formally monitoring performance in terms of weight gains or change in condition score. For most of the
opportunistic grazers stock were on the crop for too shorter timeframe to be able to accurately measure weight gain.
Most of the respondents believed you could graze crops without impacting on grain yield, however also felt this was
based on good seasonal conditions post-grazing (Table 8).
Of the 10 respondents 8 reported using rules of thumb based on crop growth stages, and in most cases grazing
occurred at or after 3-4 leaf stage for between 1 to 4 weeks. Only in one case were crops grazed hard. Some
respondents felt no more research was required on grazing crops, however many still felt there were areas they wanted
to see more research into including. This included ongoing breading of new varieties, managing wet conditions at
grazing, nutrient/amendment applications post-grazing, the impact of chemical withholding periods, controlling weed
seed set, and animal health issue and how to manage them. These area were often cited as reasons why they are not
undertaking more crop grazing.
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Table 7. Paddock and crop selection criteria, and impacts of grazing crops on ground cover, run-off and soil compaction.
First tried
crop grazing

Paddocks/crops grazed
All paddocks are grazed.

3 9 years ago
Crops were hay crops.

Paddock(s) in crop.
4 20 years ago
3-4 years
5 ago

Crop type is wheat.
Hay crops (oaten or
oaten/vetch).
Select paddocks with highest
weed burden.
Or paddock they want to tiller
out more.
Hay crops and grain crops.

6 19 years ago
Crop types oats and barley.
8 10 years ago

9 5 years ago

10 6 years ago

The pasture paddock with the
highest proportion of cereal.
All wheat and canola grown
under irrigation and sown very
early (Dec-Jan).
Selection base on variety and
suitability for grazing.

Changes in ground cover?
Yes. Biomass is reduced compared
to ungrazed.
Due to also grazing over summer,
low ground cover in autumn.

No. But they are careful not to overgraze.
Yes, but positively as promotes
tillering.

Reasonably happy didn't impact
yield.
Haven't formally looked for it.
No, haven't noticed.

Increased/decreased
run-off?
Has increased.
Put down to compaction
from livestock grazing.

Thoughts about soil compaction?
Quite concerned.

No.

As a result is deep ripping, trying to increase
organic matter with manure, straw and
summer cropping.
Investigating if summer cropping can benefit
similar to deep ripping.
No, if you are careful (to avoid pugging).

Due to topography.
No trouble with run-off or
erosion.

Never heard it a problem in the district.
Not a concern because they are a grazing
focused business.

No. Can't assess.

Not a concern because not serious croppers.

Almost irrelevant as
country is flat.
Not really.

Pugging more of concern than soil
compaction.
Yes.

No.

No.

Grazing is positive in terms of
canopy management.
Yes and no. It depends on the
rainfall post grazing.

Not relevant due to
topography.
Unsure as haven't taken
an interest.

Careful to not over-graze heavier soil types
when they are wet.
No. Because they are managing time of
grazing to avoid grazing crop in winter when it
would be a problem.
Any compaction can be reduced with strategic
tillage, so not worried.
Yes.
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8-10 years
11 ago

ie. a high tillering wheat, any
barley, clover or vetch

In a good season no effect, in a poor
season reduced ground cover.

Paddocks early sown to red
wheats or clovers that are not
waterlogged.
Sometimes bread wheats.

Yes, it is a negative thing.

Selection based on the phase of
the rotation.

No.

Due to topography.

12 10 years ago
ie the paddocks sown to oaten
hay or barley.
Stopped 5
years ago
Grazed 30
yrs in last 44
15 yrs

Wouldn't on plains
country, but may on the
rises, in that case
important not to graze
too hard.
No.

Selection random based on feed
availability.

No.

Crop type always oats or barley.

Only ever lightly graze.

Yes, off the sheep tracks
or more compacted
areas.
If had a big enough
rainfall event would be
worse on the grazed
crops.
Not really applicable.

No overly.
More concerned about crop damage due to
pugging or bogging.
Yes, there was more compaction.

No.
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Table 8. Respondents thoughts on crop variety selection, animal performance and health issues, and if crops can be grazed without impacting on yield.
Variety selection

Animal performance

Animal health issues

3 Selecting high tillering varieties.
Important in both grazing and hay
production.
Only ever grazed red wheats,
4 because that is what they grow.

Good.

No problems.
Provides roughage to ensure animal health
and performance.

Good. Ewes with lambs hold condition.
Older lambs, makes a good lean lamb.

No problems.
No preventative measures taken.

Understands there is varieties best
5 suited to Grain & Graze.
Will look into this when he starts
grazing grain crops.
Selection is based on end use
6 rather than grazing.

Ok. Scour a bit, but don't feel it impact
their weight gain.
Not grazing long enough to formally
monitor weight gain.
Not sure as haven't measured animal
performance on and off the crops.

Barley targeting yield, grazing ability
is a bonus. Hay variety is similar.
8 Don't know.
Have always selected higher
tillering varieties, rather than
tall/erect varieties.
9 Selection is critical in their system.
Using European long season
varieties.

Stock only on paddock for 2-3 wks max.
Won't graze lambing ewes again, ewes
lost their lambs.
Happy with growth rates.
Haven't notice a difference in
performance between the pastures and
the crop grazing.
Stock do exceptionally well.
Older ewes that had grazed the crops
were in better condition at pregnancy
scanning.

No problems.
No preventative measures, probably
should put out lime, but haven't needed to.
Haven't notices problems.
They put out recommended minerals,
Magnesium or salt, when grazing crop but
not hay.
Lambing ewe problem was to do with
mothering ability not animal health.
No problems.

Grazing not impact yield
Yes. In fact they graze to increase hay
yield through tiller promotion.

Yes, based on personal experience.
Feel would likely to have some impact
depending on season, good spring no,
poor spring yes.
Have seen reduced hay yields.
Yes, but do need adequate spring
rainfall.

No, but have no evidence towards that.

No preventative measures taken.
None that have noticed.

Yes. Feel it comes down to
understanding crop growth stages and
how the crop grows.

They provide access to straw.
Is standard practice for young ewes to get
cobalt and selenium bullets.
10

They select grazing varieties were
10 they intend to graze.
Select variety with high tillering and
leaf matter.
Variety needs to suit local
conditions and management
system.
The longer season varieties seem
11 to handle grazing better.
Within that don't think one variety is
better than another.
Not selecting on grazing ability,
always more about the grain than
12 grazing.
Felt should get malt barley even
with grazing.

Performance varies, but happy in both
situations.
Grazing with ewes is for maintenance in
winter.

15 Varieties selected on grain yield.

Good.

Scouring due to high nitrogen.
Managed by providing straw or a lick
block.

Yes, with the right rainfall.
Key is good management and good postgrazing rainfall.

No problems.

Yes, in certain seasons.
In below average seasons, you lose
yield.

Grazing with lambs is for growth.
Ok, but not fantastic.
Not really monitoring performance, it is a
maintenance ration.
Good.

No preventative measures taken.
Had to be careful with management to
avoid scouring due to high nitrogen.
Only fertilised crop after grazing.
No other preventative measures taken.
Never a problem.
Do put straw out if grazing pure lucerne
crops.

Yes. Timing of stock was important.
Also, required a reasonable end to the
season.
Not sure, lack of knowledge cited.
Could be a problem with the shorter
growing seasons they now experience.
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Rules of thumb
Respondent 3. First grazing is done at 3-4 leaf stage, with a second grazing is done close to stem elongation. Grazing
occurs once the plants cannot be pulled out the ground. If plants are found at growth stages Z30 or Z31 on the main
tiller, stock are removed.
Respondent 4. Will graze as early as 3-4 leaf stage as long as the plant can’t be pulled out. Just give it a light graze so
there is a couple of cm of stork remaining. Roughly sheep grazed between June and end of July. Sheep are also
removed if there is a large rainfall event forecast to prevent bogging up the paddock as the plants are still fairly young.
Respondent 5. Livestock usually determine when to graze. If a paddock needs a spell or weeds are too advanced
compared to the crop will graze. They wait to graze until the crop has a few leaves and the sheep can’t pull it out. They
won’t graze late, and stock are removed depending on the season to allow enough time for the crop to bulk up for a hay
cut. They are grazing late June to July. They don’t use growth stages, but are aware you do in Grain & Graze.
Respondent 6. For the hay crops based on the height and canopy cover of the oats. They check the growth stage of the
crop and don’t graze past GS31 (and if they need to check this they refer back to the G&G booklet). Stock are removed
when there is at least 4-5 cm of stalk, or if they start wondering around rather than grazing. If there is water laying then
the paddock will not be grazed.
Respondent 8. Only if there is enough other pasture feed then will lock-up a pasture paddock with a high cereal content
for grain.
Respondent 9. Started grazing canola 5-6 weeks after sown, but think can bring that back to 4 weeks. Graze really hard
down to dirt, then irrigate to recover crop. Under dryland conditions would graze easier to avoid stressing the plant.
Stock are removed by end of June so the crop can recover vegetative growth to allow for crop vernalisation. They don’t
graze into the crops reproductive phases.
Respondent 10. Start grazing at least 4 weeks post-sowing so crop is 3-4 leaf stage, but better to wait to 5-6 weeks
post-sowing or 5-6 leaf stage when there’s more bulk. Also, not too early that stock can pull up plants. Graze for a few
weeks. Need to maintain a height of 2-3 inches. After sheep are removed apply ~100 kg/ha of urea.
Respondent 11. Don’t graze too early, allow crop to get to 3-4 leaf stage. Generally using large mobs for 1-2 weeks. If
the paddock look like it is getting wet, or they are doing any sort of pugging the stock are removed.
Respondent 12. Grazing once crop was past 3-4 leaf stage so plant could not be pulled out the ground. Stock were
removed based on animal husbandry needs, not growth stage of the crop. They grazed for approximately 1 month,
starting in June and stock removed by July.
Respondent 15. Is based on how much stock feed is available. Only ever graze for a short time, maximum of 2 weeks.

Further research
Respondent 3. They apply both gibberellic acid and urea post second grazing to increase growth. As such, they would
like to see more research on gibberellic acid, particularly in regards the best time to apply it, ie pre or post grazing.
Respondent 4. No, believes there is plenty of research going on, especially into the new canola varieties.
Respondent 5. Animal health, potential detriments and how to prevent them.
Respondent 6. Firstly, how boggy can you make a paddock and not impact on productivity, ie on the wetter country how
bad can you make it look before having an impact. Secondly, recovery after heavy grazing in country that gets
waterlogged after grazing. Thirdly, variety selection for higher rainfall zone, particularly of feed varieties.
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Respondent 8. Chemical withholding periods and the impact on stock if they are going to graze the crop. Need the
development of an easy way to check off withholding periods of standard mixes (including fungicides, pesticides, and
seed treatments) Controlling ryegrass seed set in grazed crops.
Respondent 9. Continual improvement in varieties, particularly on the grain side. Getting hyper-yielding crops that can
be sown early and grazed in autumn.
Respondent 10. Not really, just a requirement for continued assessment and reporting of the dry matter production of
crop varieties.
Respondent 11. No, think they have done enough. Cannot see more they could do to increase its usage.
Respondent 12. Weed control, ryegrass. Also, nitrogen removal, what is happening to it and how to manage it. Need to
also consider abiding by chemical withholding periods.
Respondent 15. Major problem in the south east is silver grass, so how to manage seed set is important.

Reason(s) why they don’t do more of it
Respondent 3 and 4. Already grazing all their crops.
Respondent 5. Will do more of it as they move from a hay enterprise to a grain enterprise.
Respondent 6. Main reasons are:





Not being able to/not getting the crop in early enough.
How early they can sow vs how wet the paddocks are.
Paddocks becoming pugged up if grazed when the paddock is wet.
Not being able to spread urea on after grazing, because the paddock is too wet for machinery.

Respondent 8. Concern about controlling ryegrass seed set.
Respondent 9. Already grazing all crops sown early enough.
Respondent 10. Main reasons are:







Compaction.
Grazing too early and pulling plants out the ground.
If growing a hay crop they want the bulk for hay.
Where they have crops that are reduced tillering varieties.
Seasonal conditions mean they have sufficient pasture feed available.
Proportion of canola vs cereal in the rotation.

Respondent 11. Paddocks becoming too wet to graze without causing pugging.
Respondent 12. The main reasons are:




The problem with being able to manage ryegrass.
Manage nitrogen removal, re-location and resultant uneven crops.
The amount of nitrogen required to recover the crop.

Respondent 15. The variability of the seasons, the seasons are trending shorter and there is a degree of nervousness in
grazing something that you are hoping to get an income off.
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Additional key comments
In addition to the responses made to the survey questions there were a number of key comments made by survey
respondents, which are summarised below.




















The biggest opportunity they see is on the hay side of things. Thais is not to dismiss the grain, but they are
often looking to retard their hay crops in some way. There are some times when they do spray retardant on
them, if they cold instead utilise the stock to do it instead and get a benefit for the stock, then that is definitely
something to look at. This is important as hay is a big part of their business.
When you see or hear information what tips your decision making? It comes down to money. If you headline
with a dollar figure per ha, or an increase per DSE it always gets people’s attention.
If I see any research that is based anywhere more than 200 km radius I think that is great, but what happens
when I put it into my paddock. I like locally proven things and locally produced figures.
A lot of information comes from their agronomists, they would be the first port of call for information.
Benefit/appeal is freeing up other paddocks on the farm and still getting a hay/grain yield at the end. It fits the
winter feed gap. Gives flexibility in a poor season, can just keep grazing the crop.
Being able to graze a crop and get a grain harvest would work well in with what we are doing, running a
livestock enterprise.
The grazing is more of a bi-product rather than a major consideration of what we are doing.
Likes information via short videos and email prompt, quick easy to engage with, informative with details of
where to find more information. Particularly likes the format of GRDCs short videos.
“I don’t think we would be grazing if we didn’t sow the right variety to suit the production system.”
In some years it will work and in some years it will not, and I think that is the major driver as to why quite a few
younger ones around my age (early 30s) don’t consider it, because you put all the effort into spraying the weeds
out, making sure you don’t have too much compaction, opening up the soil properly, feeding it the right fertiliser,
you try to look after your crop the whole way through as a crop so why would you potentially risk yourself by
running sheep on it that might do some damage. I believe in my region 90% of people would see the crop and
the yield of the crop as being more important than any benefit the stock could get from grazing the crop, and that
this influence the decision not to graze crops.
One of the challenges is the research is done in a different rainfall zone and soil type, so relevance is limited for
their region, local trials are really important.
A good fit for grazing crops is where there is a lot of bulk and a bit of leaf disease, run the sheep over it then let
the crop recover and apply a fungicide.
Seed soil contact of the ryegrass seed from the sheep grazing has a big negative impact. It was about later weed
seed germination and the reduction of competition. By removing the plant that is going to compete. So turns into
a perfect situation for ryegrass, a bit of compaction, reduced competition and a bit later in the season when it is
cold and wet.
To reach the same yield in a grazed crop compared to an ungrazed crop they would need an extra 30 units of
N. If you did the figures on the extra N required you would almost be better off feeding the sheep, for example if
you grazed for 1 month, 30 units N, $30/ha (~$1/kg) at 100 ha is $3000, for a month’s feeding would probably
be about the same.
100% of the reason why Grain & Graze has not been more widely adopted is the nature of the seasons they
have been having. The cropping margins are very slim at best, and when you are dealing with such tight
margins you are not prepared to take the risk with other things that might result in losing yield.
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Appendix 1. Interview Transcripts
Interview 1.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
They have a mixed farm, although predominately grain growers, they grow cereals, legume and oilseed crops.
They have a small beef cattle herd, a self-replacing merino flock and a prime lamb flock. Percentage split based
on land use 75% to 80% crop, 25% to 20% livestock, and split on turn-over livestock 15%.
Location Curramulka, 450 mm
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Have not grazed a crop as yet, but envisage that will graze crops in the future.
3. What have you heard about grazing crops?
They have talked to their agronomist about it, read about it in print media, and been exposed to it through the
Alkaline Soils group, it is discussed.
Have heard varying result, some successful and not so successful results. What he has taken from the information
that has been presented is that timing is critical like most things with cropping, when to get the stock in and when
to get them out is most important. Variety selection is important again.
Based on that information is there anything that would make you hesitate going into it, or do you feel the difficulties
are easily overcome?
As with most changes in practice/or variations in what they do it is a learning the management that is the hurdle,
he doesn’t envisage it will be particularly hard to do so, it would just be another facete to what they already do.
It’s about getting good information, views it as just another thing he is going to have to learn (said in a positive
way not a negative way). The varieties are the biggest issue. From what he can gather the better grazing result
are off varieties that they don’t grow. Generally cropping comes first, what is good for a cropping variety is not
necessarily good for a grazing variety and cropping will win every time.
4. What are the questions you have around grazing crops?
First question would be about timing, what are the critical timing indicators? When you can and can’t graze and
having a good understanding of that. The information he has had so far is this is paramount.
Secondly the variety and the potential yield losses, associated with both the timing and variety.
Clarification – in terms of potential yield loss is that the consideration or is there anything else?
Yield loss includes quality, sample quality, it is then the trade-off between yield loss and producing more stock. Is
it a straight line dollars per acre or is it more a holistic approach how much you are willing to trade from one to
the other.
Clarification – you have already indicated that cropping would get preference, would that be your decision making
in that case?
Generally yes, if push comes to shove the cropping would win, as that is the cash cow so to speak.
5. How interested would you be in hearing about research around these questions?
Always open to that kind of research. As part of the Alkaline Soils group they have been part of the grain and
graze work, and also involved in a livestock group and it does come up in discussion quite regularly. Always
looking out for possible improvements for livestock enterprise, unlike many farmers in the region they are still
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running as many livestock now as they have in the past. At the moment the focus is probably more on improving
pasture rather than grazing a crop.
Always open to new thing and new approaches
6. How would you best like to receive that information?
Don’t know.
Re-phrased question to: when you are looking at a new venture what is the one thing that if you see it or hear it
or receive information in a certain way will tip your decision making?
Comes down to money. If you can headline it with a dollar figure per ha, or a increase in DSE always get people
attention. Finds dragging people through a 7 page thesis and having something buried in the second to last
paragraph is about 17 dollars per ha it’s a tough sell. If you present 5 dots points and the first one is 17 dollars/ha
you will get my attention every time. I like the science behind it and other information of course but it does need
to be short and sharp to get his attention.
Clarification - How valuable is having the on farm research in your region which you have already implied that is
looking at grain and graze?
It is paramount, if I see any research that is based anywhere more than 200 km radius if that then I start to think
great, but what happens when I put into my back paddock. I like locally proven things and locally produced figures,
as with all farming there are so many variables and microclimates, that until it is proven in your region it’s really
hard to take really seriously. If you have to drive 1.5 hrs to see a plot well that is good, if it is in your neighbours
paddock then you can say this is relevant to me. Has a big favour towards local stuff.


Driver behind choosing not to graze. The current acreage is enough for the current livestock, not looking at
changing the current stocking rate and the current practice is working. At this stage they are looking at grazing
crops as a plan B, if the season doesn’t produce very well and they need to move stock somewhere short term
if the designated pastures need resting. Not looking at changing the system.

Interview 2.
Have only accidently grazed crops, not done as a management tool.
How did you find your accidental grazing of crops went?
I was annoyed, and I felt as though it damaged the crop. We try our best to keep sheep off the crops. The sheep got into
the crop earlier on.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Enterprise mix: 75 percent cropping, 25 percent sheep. Of the cropping mix: 1/3 wheat, 1/3 barley, 1/3 faba beans.
Sheep: pure breed merino, and have 1 mob of breeding ewes which they put cross bread lambs over. 700 breeding
ewes in total.
Property location Warooka, approx. 500 mm annual rainfall.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Only by accident. But have heard a lot about it.
Are you open to the idea?
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Yes, are open to the idea, but a bit afraid of ruining the crop, but understand that that is not the case.
3. What have you heard about grazing crops?
Heard can graze them fairly hard up to a certain stage in the crops growth, and then after that you damage the crop.
Also have to wait until the sheep can’t pull it out the ground.
Where have you heard or read the information?
His agronomist mainly.
4. What are the questions you have around grazing crops?
How safe is it, we spend a lot of money (chemicals, fertilisers etc) to get the maximum yield out of the crop, it seems
silly to put sheep on there and ruin some of the yield. I understand that it is probably not the case. That is his main
question and concern.
How to do it without losing yield.
5. How interested would you be in hearing about research around these questions?
Yes, I would be interested in hearing it.
How open are you to reconsider your decision around grazing crops if you could get the information you wanted?
I am open to learning about it. I can understand how it could help me, especially in a year where there is a late break
and there is no sheep feed around.
Where do you see the benefit of grazing crops fitting into your business?
Where there is a late break.
Could set aside less land for pastures if you knew you were going to graze each year.
6. How would you best like to receive that information?
Email is ok. Like to sit down and read about something that provides in depth information.

Interview 3.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Running a livestock and hay operation. 22 ha property in Adelaide Hills, 750-780ml rainfall. Livestock 103 cross
breed sheep, 6 murray grey cows. The whole property is sown to hay crops as they are in a clean-up phase. In
time there will be permanent pastures, and designated hay crop paddocks, however the hay crop paddocks will
still be grazed.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
They previously owned a property at Coonalpyn where they periodically grazed crops (since 2006). At their current
property they grazed the crops last year, and will continue to do so, it is an integral part of the management of the
crop.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
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All paddocks are grazed on the farm. Last year hay crops of triticale and ryegrass were sown, this year it will be
barely and ryegrass. The change from the triticale to the barley was due to the poor recovery of the triticale.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
Yes have seed changes in ground cover, biomass is reduced compared to if they did not graze. As stock graze
both during the season and out of the season (post hay making) ground cover becomes low, especially in autumn.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
There has been increased run-off after rainfall events, put down to the compaction caused by the livestock during
grazing.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?
He is quite concerned about soil compaction, and as a result has been deep ripping, and is also looking for other
solutions including, increasing organic matter through the incorporation of manure, straw and summer cropping.
Also looking into if summer cropping can provide a benefit similar to deep ripping, through the root system.

8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
He is selecting high tiller producing varieties. He would not sow a single tillering variety as he would not get the
grazing or hay production benefits.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
Animal performance is good. He does provide roughage to ensure the animal do perform well. This feed is critical
feed in their system as they do not have any permanent pastures at this stage.
10. How common are animal health issues?
They have had no animal health issues. He always makes sure roughage is provided to ensure good animal
health (prevent scouring due to the richness of the feed), and good animal performance.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
Yes, in fact the grazing of the crop is done with the purpose of increase hay yield through the promotion of tiller
production.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
The grazing of the hay crop is done to promote tillering. The first grazing is undertaken at 3-4 leaf stage, with the
second grazing done close to stem elongation.
ROT used are:
Grazing only occurs once the plants cannot be pulled out of the ground. If plants are found at growth stage Z30
or Z31 on the main tiller, stock are removed.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
As a part of their management they apply both gibberellic acid and urea post 2 nd grazing to promote increased
growth. This is applied once the plants have recovered green lead, and to co-inside with rainfall for the urea.
As such, he would like to see more research on gibberellic acid, particularly in regards to the best time to apply
it, pre or post grazing.
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Interview 4.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Predominately livestock and permeant pastures, with a pasture renovation component each year which is cropped.
The cropping is 40-50 ha every year making up about 8% of the farm area. They have 4000 ewes, with about 250
merinos, with the balance crossbreeds.
They used to have another farm with a larger cropping program, grazing was part of the cropping program on the
other farm also.
The crops are wheat. The renovation program is one year wheat then back into permanent pasture.
Located at Wrattonbully (near Naracoorte) in a 550 mm rainfall zone.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes. They always graze the crop sown for pasture renovation.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
20 years ago. It is a normal part of their management strategy. It is an important part of their management strategy,
providing feed in a feed gap. It allow them to rest paddocks. It can also help in terms of weed management.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
The paddock they have in crop.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
No. Doesn’t affect the crop at all. They have found they have to be careful with management to not overgraze the
corp. The other thing they have found if there is a big rainfall event coming then probably need to remove the sheep
off the paddock so they don’t bog up the paddock, because they are grazing that are a fairly young age.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
No. Due to the topography.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

No, if you’re careful. Haven’t seen any problems, and never heard of it being an issue in the local region. The bogging
can be an issue, but it is more a displacement of plants rather than compaction.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
Yes, only ever grazed the feed varieties, the red wheats, have never grazed anything else.
Why haven’t you/why wouldn’t you?
Because that is what we tend to grow, the other varieties are not as suited to grazing as the red wheats.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
Ewes with lambs at foot, tend to hold condition, doesn’t appear to affect milk supply to the lambs.
For older lambs have notice it tends to make the lambs quite lean, but they were a good lean lamb.
10. How common are animal health issues?
No, none at all. No preventative maintenance done.
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11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
Yes. In his experience can achieve grazing without impacting on grain yield.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
Will graze as early as 3-4 leaf stage, as long as the plant is attached, and the sheep can’t pull it out. At that stage just
do a light graze. When they have grazed down enough then take them out. There is no rule about when to take them
out, it is a visual assessment to make sure they haven’t grazed down too much, it there is still a couple cm’s of wheat.
Need to be careful not to overgraze the crop and kill the plant. Roughly the sheep go in the paddock about June and
out by the end of July.
He has overgrazed it in the past, and has noticed that it does recover and still yields well.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
No. He thinks there is plenty of research being done especially through the work being done on the new canolas.

Interview 5.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Have 2200 ha at Stewarts Range, approx. 550 mm annual ave. rainfall.
Run livestock and hay crop enterprises. Within the livestock enterprise they have a beef enterprise consisting of
approx. 400 breeders, a wool enterprise with 800-900 merino ewes, and a prime lamb enterprise with approx. 2800
ewes, and 800 first cross ewes.
The hay crop enterprise is 80 ha around 3-4% of their land area. This is made up of Oats and sometimes oats and
vetch. They are using a forage oat.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes, however only crops grown for hay, not with the intention of reaping it. Is starting to grow grains crops, but didn’t
graze them. I the future he intends to grow grain crops and graze them, with the emphasis on the grazing and the
grain yield a bonus.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
3-4 years ago. The grazing is more of an opportunity thing, but would like to do more of it in the future to benefit both
enterprise. The crop to encourage tillering and the livestock to provide additional feed and spell pasture paddocks,
and a worm free paddock.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
It is seasonally dependent, for example they didn’t graze any of their hay crops last year as they had enough early
pasture feed.
When they do graze they select the paddock with the highest weed burden, or if they want a particular crop to tiller
out more they will select that paddock.
It is also useful as it provides a worm free option.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
Yes, but in a positive way, grazing promotes the crop to tiller out, getting more shoots from the base.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
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No, haven’t had any trouble with runoff or erosion.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

Not a concern, I guess it is for the true cropping person, being a grazing focused organisation it doesn’t concern him.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
I know that there are variety best suited to grain and graze, and that if you are going to include this more in the
enterprise you need to select the best variety. He will be looking into this.
Where will this information be sourced?
Would speak to more people about what the best variety would be, local farmers who are doing it and the local seed
merchant. Would also check the information on the internet.
What would be your trusted sources of information?
Would look it up on GRDC, Evergraze and G & G websites.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
They do alright, probably scoured a bit more than would like, but don’t think it impacted on their weight gains. Have
been grazing ewe hoggets. They were not on the crops long enough to monitor weight gains.


What is the benefit/appeal of grazing crops?

Being able to free up other paddocks on the farm, and still be able to get back a hay or grain crop at the end. Gives
the flexibility in a really poor season, which could just continue to graze the whole way through. In the future likely to
have 6-8% of the farm sown down to a dual purpose crop. It fits into the winter feed gap.
If you going to increase the crop and grazing are you going to adjust your stock numbers as a result?
There is the potential for it as you are utilising more land, so will likely to increase stocking rate, will test it out first.
10. How common are animal health issues?
Have not seen any problems when grazing crops. There might be some involved but we haven’t seen any.
Do you do any preventative measures?
No, but I should probably put lime out. But haven’t done it because we haven’t needed too.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
I think it would have to impact to some extent. They have seen a negative impact on their hay yields, but it also
depends on the season, in a good season you could graze and not have an impact on grain at all, however in a poorer
season you will.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
No. Usually the livestock determine it ie. If the pasture paddocks need a spell, or if the weeds are starting to get ahead
of the crop then will graze it off to let the crop get ahead of the weeds. Wouldn’t graze late, don’t use growth stage of
the crop but I know that is what you use in grain and graze. I graze it and when I think it needs to be locked up for hay
I remove the stock. Making sure there is enough time in the year for the crop to regrow and bulk up as are trying to
get a hay crop off it.
We do always let it get up a bit before grazing so the sheep can’t pluck it out, so it has a few leaves on it. Late JuneJuly is when grazing would occur.
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13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
Animal health, I would like to know more about if there is any potential detriment to animal health and if so how to
prevent it.
How would you best like to receive information?
Emails are the best way as always looking at that but they need to be short. I also like articles in magazines.


It’s something I am definitely interested in doing more as we move more from a hay enterprise to a grain
enterprise. Being able to graze crop and get a harvest would work in well with what we are doing, running a
livestock enterprise.

Interview 6.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
They have a predominately livestock enterprise with 1000 ha of pasture. They also have a crop enterprise with ~1620 ha sown to feed barley and 30-50 ha sown to a hay crop. Grain barley is for personal use, with the hay for both
personal use and sale.
Located at Avenue Range in a 600 mm annual rainfall zone.
Have a livestock enterprise consisting of 3500 merinos ewes (self-replacing and 1st cross), 1000 border lester ewes.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes, they have grazed barley and oat crops in the past. The oat crop was done with lambing ewes.
They always keep it as an option to graze the hay crops, sometimes they do and sometimes they don’t. It will be done
mid-winter if they are getting short on feed.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
First tried it approx. 19 yrs ago.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
In terms of the hay, it is a plan based on guaranteeing that will get a hay crop out of it. We will not graze if we thing
the season will cut off and will need the feed for the hay enterprise. If however they believe they are going to get
enough moisture then we may graze.
In the past they have grazed a paddock that was also adjacent to another hay paddock, so one was grazed and one
was not, this was a risk management strategy to ensure they were going to get a hay yield of one of the paddocks.
The hay is a decision based on making sure they get a hay yield.
They grain crops are more grazed when there is no other feed and the paddocks are not too wet that they can get
onto them. The crops
The main reason they have not done more of it is:
a. Not being able to/not getting around to sowing early enough, so not having enough growth out of the
barley early enough to be able to graze it.
b. How early can they sow vs how wet are the paddocks, potentially getting too wet to graze. Get a bit
nervous that will make a big mess. Not confident enough that if we really graze them hard they pugg up
a lot that we won’t impact on the yield. It is also a concern that if it is wet they won’t be able to get urea
on it afterwards, so you don’t want to take stuff off if you then can’t get the nitrogen back on.
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Selection criteria for which ones to graze?
Visual assessment on stage of growth and the amount of dry matter that is available. In the hay paddocks it would be
how much bulk is there and how well advanced the crop is. In a hay paddock are more inclined to graze the crop to
open the canopy out (is oats, ryegrass, sharftal cover mix) if the oat crop is starting to shade out the clover, it would
be one of the deciding factors.
With the grain barley it would be on growth stage, as long as we are not past GS31.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
Haven’t formally looked for it, but reasonable happy that we didn’t impact on ground cover and we also didn’t impact
that much on final yield.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
Impossible to assess and almost irrelevant as the country is so flat.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

Not a concern for us because we are not serious croppers so it’s not an issue for us as we graze everything so heavy
any way so a bit more when we do that is just another bit of grazing. Pugging is a concern in this environment not soil
compaction.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
Our variety selection is based on our end use rather than on if we can graze it or not. With barely (grain) it is a high
yielding feed variety if it has grazing option then that is a bonus. The hay variety selection is similar. We want varieties
that we can graze but at the moment there is not enough information in the varieties suited to our area, particularly in
the hay area.
The grazing is more of a bi-product rather than a major consideration of what they are doing.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
Don’t know what performance we have had off them. We haven’t done weights on and off. They learnt a lesson that
they will not be grazing lambing ewes in a crop again, because, particularly with merinos, they lose their lambs too
easily. We are not grazing for a lot of growth it is really to fill a gap if there is no other pasture feed around. They are
generally only on the paddock for a short time ie it will be a mob of 500-600 merino lambs in a 50 ha paddock for 2-3
weeks maximum. It will be as short as possible and really to give another paddock a break.
10. How common are animal health issues?
They have not notice much. The lambing ewes was a hassle, but not an animal health issue it was a mothering ability
thing. When they do graze barley or oats they do put the recommend minerals out for them, but don’t bother when
they do the hay paddocks, may put magnesium or salt out. The recommendations come from the grain and graze
booklet.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
Yes we can in our situation. If we could guarantee the rainfall afterwards. Because we are making sure we can still
grow enough bulk for hay. Unless it was a serious drought, it would be to keep stock alive.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
Height and cover of canopy in the oats, if the oats are shading out the clover under it. Probably be doing it a bit earlier.
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If there is water laying, is the paddock at risk of pugging then wont graze. If they were direct drilling then they would
be more inclined to graze, because the paddock would be less at risk of pugging.
Stock are removed when there is at least 4-5 cm of stalk left, that they have taken the bulk of the leafy material off
the oats in the hay situation.
They assess growth stages when putting the stock in, for a barley paddock it would be not going too far into the growth
stages, as they are only grazing for a few weeks they don’t graze past GS31 anyway. If they wanted to check the
growth stage they would refer back to the Grain and Graze booklet.
They would also remove the stock if they look like they have been in there long enough, if they start wondering about
rather than eating they are just causing a problem so they would be taken out.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
How boggy can you make the paddock and not impact on the productivity afterwards? So in the wetter country how
bad can you make it look before you have an impact? Can you graze it hard, turn the paddock into mud pie and the
crop still come back and yield? Recovery after heavy grazing in wet country.
Variety selection in the higher rainfall, particularly feed variety in this zone.

Interview 7.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Predominately a cropping enterprise: wheat, barley, oat (for domestic and export oaten hay), canola, beans, peas
and vetch.
Have a sheep trading enterprise over the summer months. They don’t have sheep grazing all year round or have a
sheep flock, they just trade lambs on and off the crop stubbles.
75 cow poll Hereford cattle stud.
They have some permanent pastures, but during the winter when they are not very productive the cattle are run
intensively and supplementary fed with hay. The stock are only run in the areas not suited to cropping. They run on
some river frontage country, in 85 ha of scrub and they sow down ~40 ha of cattle feed each year. Then they run over
the paddocks post hay and grain harvest.
At Riverton, in approx. 23 inch rainfall.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
No. But there is definitely a place for it in their enterprise to utilise as a growth regulator where a crop is getting away
too early. Perhaps where it is not suited to us is that we are running cattle throughout the year and not sheep. The
damage that the cattle would do especially on the heavier soils can get quite pugged. If they did run a sheep flock
then it would be something they would definitely look at, especially on their hay paddocks where the hay crop is
getting to advanced too early. Or sowing down some winter grazing wheats. But probably soil type is what holds them
back currently due to the issue of pugging.
3. What have you heard about grazing crops?
Have heard a bit through the grain and graze program through the mid north high rainfall zone. I think the advantages
are there if you have the stock. The fact they don’t run sheep is probably what holds them back the most. They don’t
think grain and graze with cattle would not be appropriate for the country/soil type/rainfall they have.
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From what he has heard it is good for holding crops back and utilising early growth without taking a yield penalty if
you can get it right.
4. What are the questions you have around grazing crops?
Big one would be weed competition, if you were to graze a cereal crop, would that then allow ryegrass taking over?
Yield penalty, are you going to get a yield penalty or is that a seasonal thing?
How much damage are the stock going to do the paddock in terms of pugging (on black self-mulching soils)?
Also, about time of grazing on country that gets wet. They have had incidences where cereals sown for cattle feed
have been pulled out when the conditions have been wet. So the time you can put cattle in a paddock rather than
sheep?
5. How interested would you be in hearing about research around these questions?
Definitely always open to new ideas. If there is a tool out there to benefit your cropping program and also give you
the benefits of improving your stock program as another feed source, then anything like that is a positive.
Do you foresee that you are going to change your enterprise so you are running a sheep enterprise?
Realistically the will be reducing their cattle numbers significantly and perhaps running a mob of breeding sheep. In
this situation they would be looking at utilising the concepts of grain and graze to provide early feed for the sheep
enterprise.
6. How would you best like to receive that information?
Results of trial work, either by email or in the post. There is field days on often, but generally we are all time poor, so
if there could be reports that analyse the information that then could be sent, that would be how they would like to
receive their information.
Also, it is important to keep the agronomist and advisors informed so they can pass the information on to the farmer.






The biggest opportunity they could probably see would be on the hay side of it. That is not to dismiss the grain
side of it, but they are often looking to retard their hay crops in some way. There are time when the do spray
retardant on them, if they could instead utilise the stock to do it and get a benefit for the stock then that is definitely
something to look at. This is also important in their business as hay is a big part of their business.
Having said this the weed issue would be a major concern in this situation, as often the hay is being grown in
areas where ryegrass is a big problem. The concern is if you graze and it give the ryegrass an opportunity to get
away it would be the complete opposite of what they are trying to achieve by growing the hay crop on the bad
ryegrass paddocks.
Also, getting an even grazing across the paddock would be important so get even ripeness in the crop would be
important.

Interview 8.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Run a broadacre cropping and livestock (sheep) enterprise. Approx. 70% cropping and 30% livestock on 1400 ha of
arable land.
Crops include: canola, wheat, beans, barley, oats and vetch.
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Pasture: They have about 160 ha permanent pastures (veldt grass), 50 ha established lucerne, 80-100 ha are then
sown to pasture each year to pasture. Within the cropping enterprise there are always 2-3 paddocks are sown at the
end of the rotation to balansa clover and vetch, and maybe barely or oats.
Sheep: 800 ewes approx. half are self-replacing merino flock the rest are 1st cross. 200-300 ewe hoggets.
Located at Wolseley, with an annual rainfall 450mm -475mm.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes, have done it sometimes, but it is more opportunistic that it is harvest. For example, they might sow a thick run of
barley, graze it and then if they don’t need the feed for stock in spring, then let it go to head and harvest it.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
10 years ago or so. It was sown as a feed source, then harvested because the opportunity was there to do so.
How do you view the crop grazing in terms of how it fits into your business?
It is really opportunistic. Our sheep are never normally short of feed, so normally they are cutting a bit more hay if
there is the opportunity to shut up a paddock and there is enough cereal base, then all well and good. The problem
can then be it allows the weeds to set seed.
They envisage they will be doing less of the opportunistic grazing. Would much rather spray out the weeds and control
the weed seed set than harvest 1 tonne of barley.
There is a few reason why they don’t do grain and graze as a strategic part of their cropping enterprise:
a. They are very busy at that time of year in the business (as they also have a horticulture enterprise).
b. Herbicide residue and fertiliser and the type of country it is with running sheep around when it is wet.
c. The emotional side of putting sheep on a good looking crop.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
A pasture paddock that has a high proportion of cereal sown into it as part of the pasture phase. If there is enough
growth in the paddock or the season permits and there is plenty of growth in all the pasture paddocks, then the
paddock selected will be the one with the highest cereal load and is going to produce some grain.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
No, haven’t noticed anything.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
Not really.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

Yes it is, with whatever pasture country they try not to leave the stock in too long and try not to overstock the paddock
so it does not get pugged up too much. Where they can sheep are put on the light country (soil types) when it is wet.
Does this change the way you graze crops?
Yes, it means not over-grazing and not being on the heavier soil when it is wet.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
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Don’t really know. Historically they have also sown a feed variety barley that tillers out a lot rather than a taller more
erect variety to achieve a bit more growth and leaf matter.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
Generally the stock are always doing well. They have noticed any difference in stock performance on the grazed
crops compared to the pasture paddocks. The stock they have grazed with tends to be merino or cross-breed lambs
that have been weaned onto the crop to fatten and they have been happy with the growth rates. It had been used as
a gap in the feed available between pasture and the lucerne or crop stubble being ready to graze.
10. How common are animal health issues?
No issues. There are no preventative measures taken.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
No. But I don’t have any evidence towards that.
Is that a reason why you wouldn’t do more crop grazing?
Yes. But I haven’t done much research into it.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
No. Just if there is enough other feed to warrant locking up a paddock.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
The concern he has is regarding the chemical withholding periods and the impact on the stock if they are going to be
grazing crops. Understands that they are all on label, but with the complexity of the mixtures and the number of spray
application including fungicides, insecticides and herbicides etc it would be good to have an easy way of doing of
checking off the withholding periods of standard mixes would be good.
*One of the major concerns with the current way they do things is the risk of letting the ryegrass setting seed. Every time
they have a blow out in their ryegrass control it’s a big problem. They need to be taking every opportunity they can to
control the weed. As such, the future thinking is more along the lines of cutting it for hay and shipping it off the farm or
spraying it out earlier rather than hay freezing and not grazing it.

3. What have you heard about grazed crops?
Heard a couple of speaker talk about grain and graze including farmers, and researchers suggest different varieties and
options. Also have received information in the mail every now and then.

5. How interested would you be in hearing about research around your questions about grazing crops?
Sure, wouldn’t mind knowing more, would be open to change.
6.How would you best like to receive that information?
He likes to read information on the phone, it need to be easy to access, likes short videos and email prompts, again it
needs to be easy to read. Particularly like the format of the short GRDC videos. Glossy leaflets only get a brief scan, but
the things that come on the phone he does engage with. Likes quick easy to engage with, informative, with details of
then where to find more information if you choose to do so.
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Interview 9.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
They have a mixed farming system on 2900 ha. Livestock make up 55% of the land use and cropping 45%. Of the
livestock 18,000 DSE 50% of the DSE are cattle and 50% are 1 st cross and composite ewes.
Within the cropping enterprise they have 130 ha under pivot irrigation.
The two crops grown are wheat and broad beans. Also have barley and canola and irrigated vegetable seed
production.
The rainfall is 650 mm.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes, it is not a big thing we do but we do do it. A lot of the grazing is done on the crops grown under irrigation because
we are finding with the irrigation we are able to get the crop in early and graze it off before winter comes in. So grazing
of our winter sown crops is not something we can do a lot of because it can get too wet in the winter on our heavy
black soils. Eg they sowed an early long season European style canola in start of December last year, we then started
grazing on about the 21st January and will continue to graze it until the end of May. Similarly with wheat, it was sown
at the end of January, and we are grazing it from April to hopefully June before it gets too wet. We are using our grain
and graze system under irrigation to fill the autumn feed gap as much as we can. And then not grazing during the
winter because they get too wet. About June is when it starts getting too wet. They have in the past grazed their winter
sown crop but it has been so opportunistic that we haven’t worried about it, it also clashes with when they lamb the
ewes, which is mid-June, so they want them set stocked in the pastures by that stage. Don’t want to have ewes
lambing on the crops.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
5 years ago started playing around with it, and have really only ramped it up with the irrigation in the last 12 months
because they now have more pivots.
It has changed from an opportunistic thing to an integral part of their management system now with the grazing of the
irrigated grain crops. It is key part of the management of the irrigation in terms of making more money out of that
system. But not something they would lock into their winter sown cropping production system.
The system will continue to grow as the number of pivots increase over the next two years.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
The pivot paddocks to get the out of season production. The stock being run on this system are the wet stock, so the
ewes. The reason being to keep the ewes on a rising plane of nutrition leading up to lambing (mid-June and July).
The oldest ewes get first access to the pivots, then after scanning it is the mobs of twins and triplets that go on the
pivot as they have the highest nutritional requirement leading up to lambing.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
No. It has been good, it is what the crop needs. It is a good way to manage the crop canopy, so the crops are sown
a fraction heavier, as we were prepared to sacrifice a little bit of it as they wanted to graze it hard. So they do probably
lose a bit of ground cover through the loss of some plants (which they have accounted for in the slightly higher seeding
rate) but they need to in order to run the really high stock numbers they are carrying. But we are monitoring through
the growth stages, so feel there is going to be no impact on yield.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
Not relevant, most of the country is flat. No issues with run off.
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7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

No, don’t believe it is. Because we are managing the timing of grazing so we are not grazing the cropping paddocks
during the winter months where it would become an issue. Also, because we are using sheep instead of cattle for the
grazing it lowers the potential problem. Any compaction can be rectified with strategic tillage so really not worried
about it. Also, the soil type is a black heavy cracking type soil it breaks up during the summer anyway.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
Variety selection is critical for the success of their system. They are now adopting the European long season varieties
which are crucial to being able to get them in early, graze them and then lock them up in early winter. “I don’t think I
would be grazing if I didn’t sow the right variety to suit the production system.”
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
The stock do exceptionally well. They notice it when it came to preg. scanning when the oldest sheep, who had been
put on the grazing canola early (to ensure good condition during the joining period), where by far and away the ones
in the best condition. Now they are matching the crop feed available with the stock class with the highest requirements,
ie those ewes who have scanned with triplets and twins.
10. How common are animal health issues?
None that they have noticed.
Are you taking any precautions?
The best precaution they believe they are taking is giving them access to straw when they are grazing wheat. The
ewes as standard get a cobalt and selenium bullet when they are young anyway.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
Yes, they believe they can. They feel this comes down to the understanding of the crop growth stages and how the
crop grows to make sure the grazing should not be a problem.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
Grazing canola starting 1 month after sowing, this year it was 5-6 weeks, but think can bring it back earlier. Livestock
are grazed really hard, this is due to the confidence of having the irrigation that can graze them hard, down to dirt,
then put this irrigator on and get the crop growth back. Under dryland conditions they have tended to graze a bit easier
to avoid stressing the plant out. Stock are removed by the end of June so they not grazing into reproductive growth
stages. They feel it is important that the stock are removed then to allow the crop to recover vegetative growth as it
is an important part of the crop then going through the vernalisation process through winter to then go reproductive.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
The only research I want to see is continual improvement in the varieties particularly on the yield side. The grain is
the highest priority or biggest money making and the feed is the cream on top. So getting the hyper-yielding crop that
can be sown early so they have the ability to graze them in autumn is important and needs continued research.


The variety selection is so important, and this is why through the MacKillop group he pushed hard to maintain the
CSIRO long-season variety trial that was going on, because that is what their production system needs. It’s all
about the variety in their system, in terms of being able to do grain and graze successfully.
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Interview 10.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
Managing 650 acres crops, 400-450 acres pasture, including sown pastures.
Crops include: Wheat, barely, vetch and clover.
Livestock are all sheep, 800 breeding ewes, 50% are self-replacing merinos, merino 1st cross dohne ewes joined to
border lester.
Located at Manoora, 18 inch rainfall.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
Approx. 6 years ago. Brought Mobey barley that seemed to be the rave at the time for a good fodder crop and we had
some trial on the farm at the time and it seemed to be a good performer, so they purchased 1 tonne of seed and
sowed it on 10 ha. They were very short on feed so they put 200-300 ewe and grazed it down to 3 to 4 inches high,
then removed the stock and let the crop recover and harvested the crop for seed. It was a success in this case.
How does grazing crop fit into your management system?
At the moment it is something they only do based on the amount of sheep feed that they have available. So
opportunistic rather than a integral part of their management. It is not something that they try to do because they look
at:
1. Compaction
2. If they graze too early they run the risk of pulling plants out the ground
3. There is a bit of a mindset then if the crops are not thick and full of leaf matter than they are not going to yield as
well. Why should I graze a crop that I am trying to grow for bulk and mass, especially if it is for hay, when I am
not going to get the quantity back? From a grain point of view if you have a crop that tillers really well then that
certainly lends itself to grain and graze but if you have a crop that does not tiller as well then you are probably
going to set yourself back.
They haven’t grazed a paddock for a couple of years, due to the amount of feed they have had available at the time
and the crop mix (the proportion of canola vs cereals).
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
Selection criteria is firstly based on the crop variety, there is some wheats that tiller well and lend themselves to grain
and graze because they are a dwarf type wheat, as far as he is concerned all barley varieties lend themselves to
grazing because they perform extremely well, they also have clovers and vetches that they will graze and then shut
up for grain production.
It depends on the season and how much other stock feed there is available, so for example this year they have a
paddock that they are debating if they bring it back into a pasture phase. What they are likely to do is to sow it as a
crop (a high tillering variety) and if it doesn’t come off or they require more sheep feed than they will eat it off, otherwise
will take it out to grain production. So initially it is set up for grain production but depending on how the season turns
out they may graze it.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
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That depends on the rainfall post-grazing. So if they get a good/normal finish to the season then the crop recovers.
However, if there is a tight finish (dry finish) they don’t get the leaf matter, and that is of detriment to the crop as there
is not the leaf matter available to the crop at grain fill.
Do you have any issue with a change of ground cover over the summer?
There can be, but it all depends on the finish. To ensure this is not a problem the grazing time is important, ie not to
go in too early, and equally not to graze too late.
Personally, need 4-6 week post seeding before they will start grazing. Then depending on the mob size they could
probably run the mob over the paddock for 2 weeks, eg if they had 300 sheep on a 50 ha paddock for 2-3 week, he
wouldn’t see that as having a detrimental effect.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
Couldn’t provide an answer, because have not taken any interest in it. On the plains it is not an issue, but on some of
the paddocks on the rises that they have plans to undertake grain and graze then they might lend themselves to run
off, but it comes down to making sure that you don’t graze it too hard and leave the soil too open to the elements.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

Yes, even though they use press wheels that is for seed to soil contact and for harvesting of soil moisture, if you have
too many sheep on a small amount of area you will compact the soil, and believe that is a bit of a detriment to the
crop as well. It is no different to sticking the tracker over the same wheel tracks all the time you are going to add some
sort of compaction and believe it will affect the crop, in our district anyway.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
The variety selected for grazing should be a high tillering variety, with a high leaf matter. Even though it tillers it still
needs a high leaf matter, so then have a high amount of leaf matter for the sheep to utilise and the plant can then
survive better. The other factor is depending on how long the sheep are in the crop for, or if you base it around you
Zadock growth score 31-32, you could pull the sheep off at that stage and boost the crop again with ~100 of urea or
so and then you would then probably be no worse off where you were if you let the crop grow without grazing.
It is a personal preference as to which variety is going to best suit your conditions and management system.
For paddocks that you intend to graze are you deliberately selecting a variety suited to grazing?
Yes.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
Animal performance varies. If you are putting ewes on the paddock it is usually for a maintenance throughout the
winter to try and keep the feed up to them. For a clover paddock, which is only 17 ha that is where the cross-breed
lambs go to fatten. If the season is then favourable they are then able to remove the lambs and let the crop run to
seed and harvest the seed.
Happy with both the maintenance and weight gain that are getting of the crops, which is also linked to the genetics of
the animals.
10. How common are animal health issues?
The only issue has be scouring due to high nitrogen.
Do you do anything to manage that?
The only options has been to have a bail of straw/hay in to try and bind them up, or use a lick block.
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11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
Believe you can with the right rainfall. If you can do it right and you get good spring rain, there should be no reason
why you would affect your grain yield. Keys being good management and good rainfall.
In some years it will work and in some years it will not, and I think that is the major driver as to why quite a few younger
ones around my age (early 30s) don’t consider it, because you put all the effort into spraying the weeds out, making
sure you don’t have too much compaction, opening up the soil properly, feeding it the right fertiliser, you try to look
after your crop the whole way through as a crop so why would you potentially risk yourself by running sheep on it that
might do some damage.
In your region how does the importance of the crop vs livestock affect the decision to graze crops viewed?
I believe in my region 90% of people would see the crop and the yield of the crop as being more important than any
benefit the stock could get from grazing the crop, and that this influence the decision not to graze crops.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
Not grazing too early, so that the crop is not pulled out. At least 4 weeks post-sowing so up to 3 leaf stage. Really it
is better to wait 5-6 wks post-sowing so the crop is 5-6 leaf stage, you can then run the sheep over it for a few weeks.
After the sheep are removed, then apply 100 kg/ha of urea should not affect the yield. In theory it should increase the
tiller numbers, so you should increase your yield potential, you are fixing up any nitrogen you are removing through
grazing, and your not grazing it down to the point where the plant needs to re-shoot again (so not grazing it too hard).
Need to maintain a height between 2-3 inches.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
Probably not a lot, there is a lot of plant varieties coming out and they are doing a fair bit of research into the amount
of leaf dry matter they are producing. There needs to be continued assessment and reporting of the dry matter
production of crop varieties.




One place where it could have a good fit is where you have a crop with a lot of bulk and you have a bit of leaf
disease it wouldn’t hurt to run the sheep in that paddock to tidy up the dead leaf, and then let the crop come back,
and then spray it with a fungicide.
One of the challenges they see in the trial information is for their region much of the work is done at the Hart field
day site, they are over an hour away in a different rainfall zone and soil type so the relevance for their region is
limited. So they find the result from the Hart site just don’t match up to what they can achieve in their district. Local
trials are really important.

Interview 11.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
75% sheep and 25% cropping. Running 10,000 ewes, approx. 2000 1st cross ewes and 8000 maternal ewes for fat
lamb production.
Crops grown: wheat, barely, oats, faba beans, and clover.
Location Kybybolite in a 575 mm annual rainfall zone.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes, have grazed crop before.
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3. When did you first try grazing crops?
8-10 years ago. It is an opportunistic thing, if we budgeted on the amount we get off it we would be in trouble.
How do you use grazing crops in your system?
The main way we use grazing crops is if we do get an early start we do grow a lot of red wheat (feed wheat) which
we can sow early, and if we do get it in early and get it up before it gets too wet then we do graze that. It is more of
a season to season thing. We do also graze clovers if we can get them in early enough as well, before we remove
the stock and lock up the paddocks for silage production.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
Waterlogging is a big problem, so really only going to graze once we know the crop is very well established and if the
paddock is not too wet. So it is always early season grazing. If they are getting close to waterlogging conditions then
they do not graze at all.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
Yes, it is a negative thing. They find it does not have any positives apart from the bit of free feed you get for the stock.
Depending on the season it can cause a lot of problems in terms of needing extra nitrogen and problems with the
crop being more susceptible to waterlogging if you graze it down hard and you get a large rainfall event within a week
or two of removing the sheep then the crop just doesn’t seem to come back as well after a prolonged wet period. As
grazed plant is not as good at getting through the stress period of waterlogging as an ungrazed plant.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
No, the topography of the landscape does not lend itself to runoff, ie its flat.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

No overly. We just have to make sure we get the stock off it if it gets to boggy, which happens regularly. We are doing
that more to ensure the crop is not damaged (ie due to pugging and bogging) rather than for soil compaction reasons.
Only worried about pugging and bogging not about compaction at all.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
It is more about the longer varieties seem to handle the grazing better. I don’t think that one variety is necessarily
better than any other. They are growing and grazing both red and bread wheats, however it is normally a timing thing
that the get in earlier with the red wheats, which are sown on the 15th April, they then get up enough to graze before
the paddocks get too wet to prevent grazing. The bread wheat are sown later, so there is usually less opportunity to
graze them, they are also more highly valued as they are a cash crop, whereas the red wheat grain is retained and
used on-farm.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
They seem to do ok, they have never done fantastically. The number one stock they put on is either dry ewe lambs
or scanned ewe lambs that are going to lamb in September. So are not really measuring performance that well, it is
really just a maintenance ration. Also, they are on there to let the pasture paddock get away, and because they have
not enough feed elsewhere (ie the pasture paddocks). So used to fill the winter feed gap. So they tend to not go
backwards would be the main comment. We are not putting lambs on them or finish stock on them or trying to push
the system. More about spelling other paddocks and making sure the stock come off the paddocks in the same
condition that they went on the paddock.
10. How common are animal health issues?
No, other than getting boggy feet. They don’t do any preventative maintenance.
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11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
In certain season yes. As soon as the season seems to go below average you lose grain yield every time.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
Don’t try put the stock in too early, they try and at least let it get to the 3-4 leaf stage. We could probably put them in
early when the plants don’t pull out, but we don’t tend to go in that early. We generally have large mobs, so if they are
going to graze a crop they will put 1000 ewes into a paddock, for a week or 2 then pull them out.
If the paddock looks like it is getting wet and they are doing any sort of pugging, the sheep are pulled off.
There is generally not normally a lot of time between when the crop is ready to graze and when the country gets too
wet.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
Not really. I think they have done enough, I can’t see that they could really do that much more that would increase its
usage.

Interview 12.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
They are running a 2700 ha of a predominately cropping enterprise with sheep enterprise consisting of 2200 ewes for
1st cross lamb production on both short-term and long-term pastures.
Crops being grown include: Oaten hay, beans, canola, bread wheat and durum wheat.
They are located in the Tarlee area, and have approx. 450 mm annual rainfall.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
They have grazed crops in the past, however they no longer graze crops. They used to do it religiously 5 years ago.
They would either graze oats for export hay. They would plant oats early then graze the oats to fill the feed gap before
other pastures got established. They also did a number of years of sowing barley early and grazing that as well.
The thing that they found (the reason why the stopped grazing) was the stock did a good job of grazing they didn’t
feel that they had any real yield penalty. What they found was if it go wet during the grazing period they got a lot more
compaction and a lot more ryegrass, because ryegrass likes soils that are a bit hard and a bit red. They were grazing
100 ha paddocks, and there would be 1000 ewe on there. We found that caused problems with ryegrass and other
weeds and then the other major problem as well was that the extra nitrogen required (due to the relocation of nitrogen
in the form of dung and urine) they were getting uneven crops, which was a particular problem in the hay crops. They
found to reach the same yield in a grazed crop compared to an ungrazed crop they would need an extra 30 units of
N. They were the main reasons why they stopped grazing. They feel if you did the figures on the extra N required you
would almost be better off feeding the sheep, for example if you grazed for 1 month, 30 units N, $30/ha (~$1/kg) at
100 ha is $3000, for a month’s feeding would probably be about the same. They really liked the idea of it but they felt
they were getting a lot more resistant ryegrass problems.
*No the point of the weeds, the main criticism of the trial work is that they are slashing the trials they are not doing
anything the same as livestock because you are not compacting, you are not selectively grazing, and you are not
getting the movement of nitrogen from one area to another.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
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They first started grazing the crop 10 years ago, and grazed crops for about 5 years before stopping. And have not
done it since. They often think about it and think maybe canola might be different if you planted canola early, but I
guess if you get an early break you tend to get feed anyway, so it is a bit of a fine line.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
The paddocks were selected on the basis of what part of the rotation they were in. It wouldn’t be a particular paddock
per say, just the one that was either sown to oaten hay or barley as part of the normal crop rotation. The hay and
barley crops were part of the rotation rather than being only grown when ryegrass became a program.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
No.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
There would be, off the tracks and if there was a bit more compaction, and you had a big enough rainfall event to
cause run-off it would occur more in a grazed crop than an ungrazed crop.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

There was definitely more compaction I guess if you have wetter periods and the sheep are walking around a bit
more. It is also soil type depend, lighter soil probably don’t tend to do much damage, but on their red-brown earths
they are potential harder setting soils, and with grazing you are compounding the problem.


Seed soil contact of the ryegrass seed from the sheep grazing has a big negative impact. It was about later weed
seed germination and the reduction of competition. By removing the plant that is going to compete. So turns into
a perfect situation for ryegrass, a bit of compaction, reduced competition and a bit later in the season when it is
cold and wet.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
They didn’t select species on their ability to be grazed. They were using commander barley, but they felt they should
be able to get malt barely even with grazing. It was more about the grain rather than the variety being for grazing. It
was about something that grew quickly and could handle a grazing.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
The animal performance was good. If you weren’t on the ball you would have issue with scouring, depending on the
nitrogen of the crop. And that was probably a problem you could not have too much nitrogen in the plant, because
that caused scouring and a few other issues, more so with the oats than the barley.
The crops were being grazed with merino ewe just prior to grazing (grazed in June, lambing in August).
10. How common are animal health issues?
They had to be careful with nitrate, there were some nitrate issues that caused scouring. They were careful not to use
N prior to grazing, and then fertilised after grazing.
Preventative measures?
No.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
You could, had be careful when you removed the stock, and you also had to have a reasonable end to the season.
Hay was probably not the right choice, because you removed too much of the crop bulk, and you probably needed
that dry matter for the hay.
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12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
When it was past 3-4 leaf, so we knew that the plant could not be pulled out of the ground, and then we would stop
not necessarily at the stage of the crop but when they needed to remove them for animal husbandry reasons (getting
ready for lambing or shearing). They were generally in the crops for 1 month, go in June and out by July.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
Weed control, really only ryegrass. And the removal of nitrogen is key, what is happening with the removal of
nitrogen, and how to manage it?
Would you consider going back into grazing crops again?
Not at this stage. If ryegrass wasn’t the biggest issue, and it always is, and you can’t afford to
Would consider grazing hay if you could sow it early to control the growth of the hay. Would be doubtful of would grazing
a cereal. Perhaps would consider grazing a canola.
There are also a lot of chemical withholding periods and you have to be careful you are abiding by those periods. That
probably becomes an issue with some growers.

Interview 13.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
1200ha. Predominately livestock (previously had a higher proportion of cropping), now just have a small oaten hay
crop enterprise.
Livestock: Angus beef approx. 200 cows. Sheep enterprise 1150 breeding ewes, half of which is 1 st cross ewes joined
to a poll dorset ram, and the other half a merino ewe joined to border lester for a 1 st cross ewe lamb.
Calves carried through to 18-20 months. Lambs are carried through to 9-11 mths before sold.
30 ha sown to an oaten hay crop.
Location: Conmurra, with 560 mm rainfall.
They have good soils, but they are shallow soils over sheet limestone.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
No. Open to the idea of it. If it would suit the situation they would use it, especially where they are direct drilling crops
in as it maintains the structure of the soil. One of the major limitations in the region is the soil become saturated almost
every winter, so grazing then causes issue with pugging. And the crops ability to go ahead once the soil has been
pugged and compacted with stock is reduced. Grazing crops has to be done in a selective manner in this region.
3. What have you heard about grazing crops?
Heard bits and pieces. As with a lot of things it is a matter of trying it yourself and seeing what works for you. There
are a few people around the district who have done it and it works, particularly where crops are sown very early and
grown under irrigation and grazed prior to June/July.
4. What are the questions you have around grazing crops?
Don’t have any further question around grain and graze. It is not to say they wouldn’t use it in the future, they probably
would it comes down to the time and place and stage the farm is at as to if it is used or not.
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I would graze crops if they needed feed at that particular time of year and looking at the situation physically at the
time, if there is a lack of rainfall causing a feed deficit and the crop the paddock is sown on is not physically
waterlogged then that would be the ideal situation for when you would use grain and graze as part of the livestock
management. The time form sowing to waterlogging is generally only 4 weeks, so it is not a timeframe where the
crop is height enough to withstand being pulled out of the ground.
 Ideally a dry winter is what they want with a wet spring, in this situation the grain and graze system would work
perfectly, unfortunately July and August are cold wet months so it doesn’t work. The season have also been
finishing off earlier, eg in September.
5. How interested would you be in hearing about research around these questions?
n/a.
6. How would you best like to receive that information?
If wanted more information would ring people in the know, researchers and extension staff involved in the
project.

Interview 14.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
They crop 2000 acres of beans, canola and wheat, and sow a pasture paddock for sheep feed.
The livestock consists of 240 ewes.
Location: Tarlee, annual rainfall between 450-475 mm.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
No, haven’t grazed crops.
Have no problem with grazing crops, but just haven’t needed to. If they had more livestock and they needed to graze
a crop they would.
Are you likely to increase stock numbers in the future, and therefore graze crops in the future?
Probably not. The livestock are just to produce a few lambs to run on the bean stubbles.
3. What have you heard about grazing crops?
You have to graze it pretty intensively from what they have heard. Confine stock to a smaller area of the paddock and
graze that and then keep shifting them around so they graze it evenly otherwise they will sit in one corner of the
paddock and you will end up with uneven grazing. Put a hot wire up.
Where have you heard the information about grazing crops?
Their agronomists have provided information and also at the high rainfall zone field day site at the field day have
listened to the presentation on grain and graze.
4. What are the questions you have around grazing crops?
No, don’t have any question around grazing crops. With the information he has picked up from the HRZ field days he
feels confident he could start grazing crops tomorrow if he wanted to. But he doesn’t feel he need to at this stage with
the current stock numbers.
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If someone had a lot of stock and needed a bit of feed can’t see why they wouldn’t do it, you have to pick your variety
of course, as some varieties don’t graze as well as other, but wouldn’t see a problem with it.
5. How interested would you be in hearing about research around these questions?
No, previously answered. Don’t have a problem with it, but don’t have a need for it at the moment.
6. How would you best like to receive that information?
Via email, or would talk to their agronomists. A lot of information comes from the agronomists, which he feels they
are very up with the latest information. It would be the first point of call.

Interview 15.
1. What sort of enterprise mix are you running?
1000 ha mixed farming system.
Livestock: run 1300 merino ewes, and a 200 head white Suffolk stud. Also, trade between 50-80 head cattle.
Cropping: 400-500 ha, oats is the main crop (due to proximity to blue lake milling), also have barley, beans, pasture
seed (clovers), and sometimes lucerne seed in wet years, sometime canola.
The reason why they grow oats and barely as appose to wheat is the stubble are more valuable as sheep feed than
that of wheat.
Location: Brimbago district, between Keith and Bordertown, approx. 500 mm annual ave rainfall.
Soil type is a sand over a clay.
2. Have you ever grazed crops?
Yes, they have grazed crops in the past. Part of the reason why it is not done regularly is because the season are
trending shorter and there is a degree of nervousness in grazing something that you are hoping to get an income off.
Normally they try and avoid grazing crops. But now days the do sow some crop specifically to be grazed (sayer oats)
and if the opportunity presents, we will harvest them. The variety is old, but it works well in variable soil types.
3. When did you first try grazing crops?
In 44 years they have probably grazed crops in 30 of the 44 years. They are more likely to do it in an exceptionally
dry farming year than a normal grazing year. If they graze crops it is during the winter period when feed gets tight,
July and August. Done as an opportunity to spell pasture paddocks and let the feed get away in the pasture paddocks.
The grazing of crops is opportunistic and based on a need basis, ie if the sheep need feed.
4. Which paddocks have you grazed on the farm?
The paddocks grazed are always oats or barley. The selection would be a bit random, but mainly based on how much
feed is available.
5. Have they seen any changes to ground cover?
No. Would not graze them down to the extent that you would be concerned about ground cover, it is only ever a shortterm thing, ie max of 2 weeks.
Would be too concerned about the amount they might lose in terms of grain production if they grazed it hard.
6. Has run off after a rain event increased/decreased?
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Not really applicable, it can happen in an extreme rainfall, but happen so infrequently that it is not really a problem.
7.

What are farmer’s thoughts about soil compaction? Is it a concern?

No, not something that have ever been concerned about. Is not something he worries about or focus on.
8. What are their thoughts about variety selection?
The crop varieties are selected on grain yield. Crops are selection based on what crops have yield the best out of the
SARDI, NVT and MacKillop FM group variety trials. Not worried about grazing fitness, the grain yield comes first.
9. What are their thoughts about animal performance?
Generally good because they only do it went the stock needs feed.
10. How common are animal health issues?
Never had a problem. They don’t do anything preventative on the cereals, but do put straw out on pure lucerne stands.
11. Do farmers believe you can graze crops without impacting on grain yield?
Not sure, due to a lack of knowledge. It could be problem with the shorter growing seasons they are now experiencing.
12. Do you have particular rules of thumb you use in deciding when to/not to graze?
Purely based on how much other feed is available, and they are only ever on the paddock for a short time, ie a
maximum of 2 weeks.
13. Do you have any questions about grazing crops that you’d like to see research into?
A major problem in the south east is silver grass, how to manage this seed set would be a key thing.
Is grazing crop is something that you think you would do more or less in the future?
If the seasons were not so variable then they would be more tempted to do so. It has been a long time since they have
seen a stable run of seasons.


100% of the reason why grain and graze has not been more widely adopted is the nature of the seasons they
have been having. The cropping margins are very slim at best, and when you are dealing with such tight margins
you are not prepared to take the risk with other things that might result in losing yield.
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